OFFICE F.F.D. USE ONLY:
Type of Plan:

Review No.

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE: $

INSPECTION SERVICE FEES of the

FALCON FIRE DEPARTMENT
The Falcon Fire Protection District collects the following cost recovery fees associated with professional fire code plan
reviews/inspections, fire code field inspections and administrative services.

ADDRESS:
PROJECT:

PROJECT ID:

CONTRACTOR:

DATE:

PHONE:

FAX:
APPROVED □

RBD NUMBER:

DISAPPROVED □

Pre-Plan Submittal Consultations
□ Consultation

$88.00 per hour, with a two hour minimum
Client: Name: _______________________________________________________
__________ hours multiplied by $88.00 per hour = ______________

DEVELOPMENT/ACCESS PLAN REVIEW - NO INSPECTION REQUIRED
□ Development Plan

$429.00 (per plan)

FIRE HYDRANT/WATER MAIN PLAN REVIEW - NO INSPECTION REQUIRED
□ Water Plan - $154.00 (per structure), plus an additional $55.00 per hydrant or cistern connection
_____ Structures at $154.00 each = ___________
+ _____ Hydrants at $55.00 each = ______________
TOTAL: _____________

FIRE SPRINKLER SUPPRESSION PLAN REVIEW – THREE INSPECTIONS REQUIRED
The following fees reflect three fire sprinkler inspections (hydrostatic/flush – rough in visual – final).
In the event that any of the inspections are failed, additional inspections will be provided at a rate of
$60.00 per hour, with a two hour minimum.
.
□ 0-100 devices (sprinkler head, flow switch, retard chamber, etc.) - $522.00
□ 101-200 devices - $605.00
□ 201 or more devices - $715.00
□ For each additional floor above the first floor, an additional $132.00
□ For each additional riser after the first riser, an additional $132.00
□ Fire Pump (per pump) - $320.00 will be added to the fire sprinkler review fee
□ FEES FOR NFPA-13D and NFPA 13R SYSTEMS: Unlimited devices - $325.00
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FIRE ALARM/DETECTION SYSTEM PLAN REVIIEW - ONE INSPECTION REQUIRED
The following fees reflect a single fire alarm/detection inspection. In the event that the inspection is
failed, additional inspections will be provided at a rate of $60.00 per hour, with a two hour minimum.
□ 0-50 devices (smoke detector, pull station, horn/strobe, etc.) - $467.00
□ 51-100 devices - $550.00
□ 101 or more devices - $660.00

FIXES FIRE SUPPRESSION PLAN REVIEW – ONE INSPECTION REQUIRED
The following fees reflect a single fixed fire final inspection. In the event that the inspection is failed,
additional inspections will be provided at a rate of $60.00 per hour, with a two hour minimum.
□ First system - $181.00
□ Each additional system within the same business - $66.00
TOTAL: ________________

CONSTRUCTION/LIFE SAFETY PLAN REVIEW – ONE INSPECTION PLAN REQUIRED
The following fees reflect a single fire final inspection. In the event that the inspection is failed,
additional inspections will be provided at a rate of $60.00 per hour, with a two hour minimum.
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

A-Occupancies up to 100,000 square feet - $605.00
A-Occupancies 100,001 square feet or more - $1760.00
B-Occupancies up to 50,000 square feet - $577.00
B-Occupancies 50,001 square feet or more - $1760.00
E-Occupancies - $825.00
F-Occupancies – $715.00
H-Occupancies - $1210.00
I-Occupancies up to 50 patient beds - $687.00
I-Occupancies 51 patient beds or more - $1210.00
M-Occupancies up to 50,000 square feet - $825.00
M-Occupancies 50,001 square feet or more – $1760.00
R-Occupancies up to 15 residential units - $577.00
R-Occupancies 16 residential units or more $1210.00
R-3 Occupancies (Single Family Dwelling) - $340.00
S-Occupancies – $577.00
U-Occupancy - $159.00

□ HAZ-MAT REVIEW: an additional $577.00 added the construction life/safety review fee
□ HIGH-PILE REVIEW: an additional $577.00 added the construction life/safety review fee

SUBSEQUENT PLAN SUBMITTALS
Fees indicated above include an initial plan review and a complementary rereview. If a third or
multiple reviews are required, the initial plan review fee will be multiplied by 1.75 for each additional
review required to obtain approval.
□ Review number _______
Initial review fee of $__________________ multiplied by 1.75 = $_____________________
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